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Executive summary

With 11% of clinical research sites failing to enroll a single patient, and 37% of sites under-enrolling, the need for improved efficiency is evident. Studies involving fewer sites have potential to improve on this performance, taking advantage of the best leaders in each therapeutic area, reducing travel and administrative costs, and aligning processes for easier start-up.

This insight brief examines Quintiles’ innovative approaches to patient and site engagement, such as pioneering early planning, innovative partnerships, new technology and communication tools, working with patient advocacy groups, precision enrollment and the Quintiles Infosario® Site Gateway platform.

Introduction

Some 11% of research sites industry-wide fail to enroll a single patient, with 37% of sites under-enrolling, creating inefficiency and lost productivity. This represents a waste of time and money benefiting neither sponsors nor other research stakeholders. Studies involving fewer sites have potential to improve on this performance, taking advantage of the best leaders in each therapeutic area, reducing travel and administrative costs, and aligning processes for easier start-up.

Studies involving fewer sites hold promise in improving clinical trial efficiency, drawing on the expertise of therapeutic experts, minimizing costs and optimizing processes for easier start-up.

Early planning is a major factor in clinical trial success – including identifying patient pathways in each country, understanding patient and investigator perspectives, and applying these insights to trial design and implementation. Patient advocacy groups are an important source of information about patient preferences, helping inform study design and tailored communication programs and flag potential enrollment and retention risks. For rare conditions, online sources of patient-generated content can also be mined using social listening tools to help understand how patients experience a particular condition. Early engagement with sites, clinical and medical teams, and in-country regulatory specialists is also critical to successful enrollment planning.

This insight brief examines new and innovative solutions to get drugs to patients faster, via improved patient and site engagement.
Approaches to improve patient and site engagement

Pioneering early planning
Enrollment remains critical to the success of a clinical trial, with proper upfront planning playing a key role in today’s competitive and complex clinical research landscape. Investing time in the trial planning stage can yield major benefits. For example, patient perspectives gathered through focus groups, advisory boards or surveys can provide valuable insights into how a protocol design may impact patients from a day-to-day perspective, and what changes might make it easier and less burdensome for a patient to participate. Equally, insights from physicians can help build understanding of how they treat patients, and how the protocol design fits in or competes with the standard of care in each healthcare system where the trial will be conducted. Engaging with investigators in the planning stages of a sponsor’s clinical program can also build interest and enthusiasm.

If a study is close to start up, it may not be feasible to conduct in-depth interviews with physicians or patients. In such cases, the Internet provides a wealth of information from people discussing their conditions. This content can be mined via social listening tools, to gain a better understanding of how patients experience a particular condition, and to inform study communication programs and flag potential enrollment and retention risks.

Driving enrollment success
Elements of an approach to drive enrollment success include:

• **Understanding the patient journey** and applying this to study planning, through the use of focus groups, surveys and interviews with physicians and patients.

• **Incorporating feedback in protocol design and study tool development** to decrease protocol amendments and increase patient and investigator engagement.

• **Upfront recruitment planning** and program-level recruitment strategies enable proactive enrollment risk management.

Early site engagement is critical to successful enrollment planning. Understanding the patient journey and their interactions with sites can reveal unexpected insights and challenges, helping identify and mitigate risks upfront. Clinical and medical teams should also be included in recruitment strategy discussions and planning at an early stage, helping ensure planned strategies are effective and efficient, and communication materials are appropriate and helpful for the target patient population, as well as for the investigators and site staff. Several strategies can help sites identify patients ahead of activation, including pre-screening of electronic health records (EHRs) or paper charts, and building online communities of interested patients.
Start recruitment efforts before the study begins
Key elements of early recruitment efforts include:

• **Starting** with a protocol impact analysis and considering the patient journey to positively impact study success downstream
• **Creating** a study recruitment strategy including the clinical and medical teams
• **Devising** a country-level patient strategy by surveying in-country regulatory staff for up-to-date information on what can and can’t be used

Innovative partnerships: A strategic relationship with DaVita Clinical Research
Quintiles recently entered into a new strategic relationship with DaVita Clinical Research, a subsidiary of DaVita HealthCare Partners, Inc. (Figure 1). DaVita is an established leader in kidney care, chosen by more than 7 million patients, and has relationships with leading nephrologists as well as an established infrastructure of dialysis centers. Quintiles and DaVita are aligning processes to accelerate timelines when working together as well as leveraging DaVita’s access to de-identified patient data to provide data-driven enrollment estimates. Combining DaVita’s deep knowledge of renal patients with Quintiles’ expertise in clinical research will help provide exceptional delivery for studies in nephrology, driving faster and more predictable timelines.

Figure 1. Partnering with DaVita to combine expertise in renal care, reduce timelines and increase participant enrollment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Quintiles DaVita strategic alliance combines world-class renal clinical care expertise with industry-leading clinical acumen, offering streamlined timelines and extensive patient knowledge.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quintiles brings over 30 years of clinical expertise, established processes and cutting-edge technology to transform clinical development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting the demands of nephrology clinical studies by incorporating study conduct into dialysis operations through a patient population available for potential trial enrollment, to decrease complexity and speed timelines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Innovative partnerships: Enhancing outcomes for Medical Associates Research Group

Medical Associates Research Group (MARG; San Diego, CA) is a Quintiles Partner site that has always met or exceeded both enrollment and quality expectations. This group wanted to further enhance its patient recruitment and retention processes. The Principal Investigator and Research Director contacted MARG’s site relationship manager and the leadership of Quintiles’ Site and Patient Networks for support in reaching out to a disease-specific patient community – in the area of inflammatory bowel disease – to explore all opportunities to engage potential research participants. A joint program included an enhanced social media presence, focusing on Facebook, with the goal of building solid working relationships and collaboration with local, disease-focused patient advocacy groups. Quintiles also provided tools to support elements of recruitment and retention, such as the informed consent process and study road maps.

### Medical Associates Research Group case study summary

**Opportunity:** MARG, a well-performing Partner site, had a call to action to increase enrollment by engaging the inflammatory bowel community.

**Action:** Quintiles’ Site and Patient Networks team engaged experts and developed a roadmap.

**Results:** Increased social media following and achieved successful outreach to this disease-specific community, resulting in enhanced investigative site and study participation.

Innovative partnerships: Optimizing recruitment for trials at Raleigh Neurology

Enabling sites to enroll patients is critical to study success. In early 2016, Quintiles initiated an innovative project with Raleigh Neurology, in which Quintiles provided assistance in identifying potential matches for clinical trials based on EMR chart reviews and screening of patients with scheduled appointments. A Quintiles patient recruitment specialist was based on-site at Raleigh Neurology, working closely with the partner’s research team to help optimize recruitment for two trials. Tactics included providing sites with training on how to hold local events, support for placing local media advertisements, and patient pre-screening support through digital or call center technology.

Digital patient communities can be built to engage patients throughout their entire participation in a trial. A private, moderated peer-to-peer community offers the following:

- Influences patient adherence to treatment
- Maintains patient engagement during treatment and for planned extension studies
- Facilitates collection of patient input for study design
- Provides a safe, moderated environment for patients to share their realities

“We feel pretty lucky to be your test case for recruitment support. No other CRO has come close to this kind of support.”

– Research Director, MARG
• Shows insights into patient and site experiences, leading to improved issue identification and resolution
• Offers the ability to educate patients regarding their disease and treatments
• Has the potential to integrate into the larger disease communities across a portfolio.

Tools for optimum patient engagement

Developing compelling study materials for patients can be a key engagement tool to raise awareness and increase interest from patients in study participation. Insights from patients can be used to develop compelling branding and messaging. By listening to patient perspectives and understanding what tools work best, toolkits can be tailored to include only those materials each site will find helpful in their recruitment and patient engagement efforts. Beyond printed tools, web portals for patient pre-identification for sites and for pre-screening of patients can help drive incremental enrollment by identifying additional interested and qualified patients.

Working with patient advocacy groups in clinical trials can break down barriers to participation and facilitate recruitment, and is a way to obtain patient input for protocol or study design. Understanding the patient experience allows a clear view of barriers to patient participation, enabling enhancement of patient recruitment and retention services and tools. Periodic feedback from patients facilitates a nimble response to any issues, helping to improve both patient and site experiences. Relationships with patient advocacy groups are developed across a wide range of therapeutic areas to gain patient insights, connect patients to investigative sites, and to open communications for future study needs.

Working with advocacy groups to empower patients to drive study success

Building relationships with advocacy groups enables Quintiles to:

• Develop comprehensive knowledge of the patient experience.
• Facilitate introductions between investigative sites and local groups.
• Leverage patient insights to engage patients.
• Implement patient-centric operations.
Developing innovative site communication tools

Sites engagement can be improved using simpler documents from regulatory start-up through to study conduct and database lock. Regular communications with sites bring personnel up to date and facilitate information sharing among and between sites, via Site Connect newsletter, Google hangouts and Quintiles’ Site Vision Forum meetings. It is important to consider how the tools and materials developed for recruitment are deployed to sites. Making sure all tools are ready in time for the investigator meeting, when they can be explained and reviewed, is the best practice. Additionally, clinical research associates (CRAs) should be trained to help sites utilize study-related tools to maximize the impact of these materials. Figure 2 provides an example of the tactics used to help certain sites to meet their goals.

Figure 2: Helping sites meet their goals through innovative communication

- **Site Connect newsletters** keep you informed of industry developments
- **Our Physician-to-Physician LinkedIn Community** enables over 2,000 members to share information and insights
- **Google Hangouts** introduce “hot topics” and allow you to meet the experts
- **Feedback surveys** identify your needs so we can address them
- **Focus groups** explore ways to align processes and increase efficiencies
- **Early engagement** allows for advice on protocol development
- **Webinars** hosted by Society of Clinical Research Sites presented by Quintiles

Using new technology: the Quintiles Infosario® Site Gateway platform

Quintiles Infosario® Site Gateway is an important enabler of Quintiles’ various services and capabilities to better engage patients and sites. Based on insights from investigator working groups, site surveys and industry data, sites experience substantial administrative burden when participating in studies. This burden is a major reason for physicians deciding not to participate in studies, and for sites to under-perform.
The Infosario Site Gateway technology solution combined with our people and processes makes life easier for sites, reducing study team workload and cycle times, and driving quality and compliance. The platform’s guiding principle is to automate and simplify processes and document collaboration wherever possible.

---

**Quintiles Infosario® Site Gateway Vision**

Reduce administrative burden of our sites and drive study success with Infosario® Site Gateway, in areas such as:

- **Reduced timelines**, through a document center that expedites document collaboration and tracking (with eTMF integration)
- **Enhanced compliance**, through electronic safety letter distribution and automated compliance tracking
- **Increased site visibility**, by developing site profiles to prepopulate key forms, such as site ID surveys
- **Strengthened oversight**, using enhanced laboratory management to provide near-real-time visibility into lab results and reports

---

**Novel approaches to accelerate site startup**

Quintiles recently launched two pioneering approaches to accelerate patient identification and site startup in oncology studies: Quintiles Precision Enrollment, and in Europe, the Early Phase Oncology Network (Figure 3). Quintiles has built a network of oncology sites that uses master contracts and disclosure agreements, as well as centralized institutional review board (IRB) capabilities, to streamline patient identification and start-up. This Quintiles Precision Enrollment approach accelerates patient identification and site startup in oncology studies, addressing the increased focus on rare populations, and using technology platforms to quickly identify patients. This way, when a patient is identified, the remaining startup processes can be rapidly completed, and the site is opened within 21 days. In Europe, Quintiles’ Early Phase Oncology Network connects multiple sites with international Key Opinion Leaders; participants work together in a dedicated network, including an advisory board.
Figure 3: Leverage site networks to drive more efficient oncology study enrollment

Quintiles Precision Enrollment

Start of investigator involvement 21 days

Find patient | Enroll site | Treat

Short timeframe to treatment
Designed to open sites within 21 days
0 Non-enrolling sites
0 Screen failures

Traditional patient enrollment
Long timeframe to treatment
Some non-enrolling sites
Frequent screen failures

Enroll site | Find patient | Treat
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